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We present an active frequency selective surface (AFSS) consisting of a curved composite structure that provides structural stability
and robustness. The proposed structure can operate on either the C-band (OFF state) or X-band (ON state) by controlling the PIN
diode located between the cross-shaped loop and the inductive stub on the surface. Moreover, it minimizes parasitic couplings
through grid-type on/off bias circuits and via holes. Thus, the AFSS guarantees isolation from the unit cell, which is a downside
of a previous control technique called reconfigurable frequency selective surface. We analyzed the impact of composite structures
and the three-dimensional shape on the AFSS transmission with a foam-core sandwich structure, which is light and mechanically
strong, by considering conditions of a real application environment.

1. Introduction

A frequency selective surface (FSS) is an electromagnetic
structure that resonates with a specific frequency, exhibiting
a corresponding impedance derived from its capacitance
and inductance, and it selectively transmits or reflects the
frequency of incident electromagnetic waves [1]. FSSs are
currently being applied, for instance, to reduce interference
in electronic devices [2] and miniaturize radar cross sections
[3]. However, conventional FSSs present a limitation when
applied to modern multifunctional and complex systems,
as they constitute a passive circuit operating on a single
frequency band. To address this problem, researchers have
developed the active FSS (AFSS), which can operate on
different frequency bands [4, 5].

AFSSs include adjustable elements within their unit cell
to vary the equivalent capacitance and inductance.Therefore,
they can have various characteristics including resonance
frequencies ranging from megahertz to terahertz, adjustable
bandwidth, and frequency attenuation based on the control of
the operating frequency. The active circuit control to change

the frequency response can include elements such as PIN
diodes, varactor diodes, radio-frequency (RF) microelec-
tromechanical systems, and other electronic control elements
that directly modify the unit cell impedance. There is exten-
sive research on AFSS control using these elements given its
ease of construction [6–13]. However, the resulting AFSSs
require many active elements to provide a stable frequency
response, and they are affected by aspects such as incidence
angle and polarization, which complicate the circuit structure
[7, 8, 13]. Moreover, a typical AFSS requires, for instance,
each of its unit cells to be isolated from the bias circuit and
the surrounding unit cells, as well as several RF chokes [11–
13]. Therefore, many studies focus only on improving the
electric characteristics related to the flat dielectric substrate
without considering the impedance or incidence angle [8–
13]. Nevertheless, more research is needed on designs that
employ curved-foam or composite structures and take into
consideration the application, operation, and performance
under real environmental conditions [6–13]. Although some
studies have been conducted for FSS based on composite
materials or three-dimensional structures, they were limited
to passive and impractical structure [14, 15].
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For this study, we used a flexible printed circuit board,
which is very thin and malleable and thus can be used to
construct either curved or flat structures. In addition, we
employed a commercial PIN diode that provides simple acti-
vation and deactivation. Using these elements, we designed
a four-legged loaded AFSS structure for transmission in
either the X- or C-bands, depending on its state, ON or
OFF, respectively. This structure gained impedance and
stability with respect to the incidence angle and distance
between the unit cell and bias circuits given its composition,
which includes the diode, symmetric, and bias circuits, for
a grid-type power supply. Based on the proposed design, we
fabricated the structure with a single-curvature and fiber-
reinforced composite materials, which are strong, dense,
and feature high modulus, dimensional stability, and less
fatigue [16–18]. To verify the design results, we analyzed the
impact of the dielectric properties and curvature radius of the
composite materials through electromagnetic transmission
measurements.

2. AFSS Design and Simulation

The proposed structure has a four-legged loaded element
pattern on the dielectric substrate, which is known to have
a stable frequency response according to the incidence angle
of the incident and polarized waves, a via hole connected to
its bottom face, which is used for the diode power supply, and
a function to reconfigure the operating frequency depending
on the PIN diode located between the cross-shaped loop and
the Pi-shaped slot stub. In general, an AFSS needs additional
circuits, an RF choke, or resistors coupled to the bias circuits
to control planewaves. However, we designed a grid-type bias
circuit along with the via hole, and by using the resulting
resistance and inductance, the proposed AFSS guaranteed
adequate isolation between the unit cell and bias circuit and
minimized the possibility of a parasitic effect [5, 17]. For this
study, we considered the MADP-000907-14020 PIN diode
manufactured byMACOM,which can be switched on and off
in the X-band. The PIN diode model is shown in Figure 1(b),
and its parameters along with those of the circuit illustrated
in Figure 1(a) are listed in Table 1. We included a via hole
with radius of 0.3mm and considered the dielectric substrate
as a polyimide film with a thickness of 0.2mm, a dielectric
constant (𝜀

𝑟
) of 3.5, and a loss tangent (tan 𝛿) of 0.004.

We analyzed the structure using the Floquet mode of the
ANSYS HFSS software, which simulates wave propagation
and transmission loss according to frequency. This analysis
was performed on the diode considering the case when the
PIN diode is in short circuit and on the equivalent circuit
when the diode is in the ON state. From this analysis, we
determined the parameters that affect the frequency response
of the proposed AFSS and obtained their optimized factors,
which are listed in Table 1.

To verify the transmission loss according to frequency in
the AFSS structure, we thoroughly examined the frequency
response for varying incidence angles of 0∘, 30∘, and 60∘
for the TE and TM modes, which are different when the
PIN diode is in short circuit and in the ON state. The
corresponding results are shown in Figure 2(a). In addition,

Table 1: AFSS dimensions and PIN diode parameters.

Classification Parameter Value

Dimensions (mm)

𝐿
1

8.2
𝐿
2

6.9
𝐿
3

6.9
𝐿
4

3.6
𝐿
5

2.3
𝑊
1

0.5
𝑊
2

0.25
𝑊
3

0.4

PIN diode

𝐿
𝐷

0.15 uH
𝐶
𝑅

0.05 pF
𝑅
𝐹

4Ω
𝑅
𝑅

20 kΩ

we analyzed the length variation of the Pi-shaped slot stub,
𝐿
5
, as it controls the operating frequency depending on

the PIN diode state. The corresponding results for trans-
mission loss are shown in Figure 2(b). From these results,
we determined a resonance frequency of 9.79GHz at −3 dB
with a bandwidth of 1.41 GHz when the diode is in short
circuit and another of 5.72GHz at –3 dB with a bandwidth
of 1.54GHz when the diode is in the ON state. This indicates
an approximate variation of 4.07GHz between the C- and X-
bands. Furthermore, the results show a stable response for
the angles of incident and polarized waves varying between
0∘ and 60∘.

We also evaluated the electromagnetic field and its distri-
bution on the surface of the proposed structure to determine
its operational mechanism.The results for the two resonance
frequencies (i.e., 9.79GHz and 5.72GHz) according to the
diode state (i.e., ON or OFF) are shown in Figures 3(a)–3(d).
When the diode is ON, there is a strong electromagnetic
field (Figure 3(a)) given the capacitance created by the cross-
shaped loop and the symmetrical current path shown in
Figure 3(c), which produces resonance at the higher fre-
quency (i.e., X-band). When the diode is OFF (Figure 3(b)),
the structure effect extends beyond the diode and creates a
longer current path at a wider ranged capacitance than when
the diode is ON, as shown in Figure 3(d). In this case, there
is resonance at the lower frequency (i.e., C-band) along the
Pi-shaped slot stub.

These results were useful to identify that when the diode
is OFF, parameter 𝐿

1
of the unit cell influences the resonance

frequency of the X-band, whereas when the diode is ON,
parameter 𝐿

5
influences the resonance frequency of the C-

band. In addition, to assess the variation in the operating
frequency when the diode is ON, we analyzed the frequency
variation according to 𝐿

5
, and the corresponding results are

listed in Table 2.
As the length of 𝐿

5
increases from 0.6mm to 2.2mm,

the operating frequency varies from 6.79GHz to 5.73GHz
when the diode is OFF, and the AFSS provides an isolation
of at least 10 dB between the two bands. Hence, the proposed
structure allows easymodification of the operating frequency
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Figure 1: Unit cell of the proposed AFSS.

Table 2: Transmission characteristics for variation of parameter 𝐿
5
.

𝐿
5
(mm) 𝑓ON (GHz) 𝑓OFF (GHz) 𝑓offset (GHz) Isolation

𝑓ON–𝑓OFF (dB)
0.6 9.80 6.79 3.01 10.41
1.0 9.82 6.48 3.34 12.50
1.4 9.83 6.22 3.61 15.45
1.8 9.84 5.94 3.90 20.75
2.2 9.85 5.73 4.12 33.10

bandwidth between 3.01 GHz and 4.12GHz by adjusting
parameter 𝐿

5
.

Based on the abovementioned results, we can compare
the performance and features of the proposed AFSS with
those of related studies, as listed in Table 3. As mentioned in
Section 1, most studies do not consider the angle of polarized
and incident waves, and they guarantee isolation of the bias
circuit by either using complex circuits or adding several
elements. In this study, we designed the AFSS structure with
a single and grid-type parallel circuit along with a via hole.
Consequently, we achieved a variable operational frequency
based on simple bias circuits, which do not require additional
elements for improved isolation and stability regarding polar-
ization (TE and TMmodes) and angle (0∘ to 30∘) of incident
waves.Therefore, we addressed some shortcomings of related
studies.
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Table 3: Comparison between the proposed AFSS and related studies.

Study Technique Bias circuit configuration Operating freq. (GHz) Stability
Polarization Angle

[7] PIN diode Two-inductor bias 2.5–5.0 TE and TM 0–45∘

[8] Varactor Bias grid with inductive pad 8.0–10.0 TE 0–45∘

[9] PIN diode Two-inductor bias 1.8–2.5 TE —
[10] PIN diode One parallel bias 10.0–12.0 TE —

[11] PIN diode One series bias with 3
inductors, 1 resistor 4.0–8.0 TE —

[12] PIN diode One parallel bias 1.0–12.0 TE —

[13] PIN diode One series bias with 3
inductors 1.5–8.0 TE 0–45∘

This study PIN diode One parallel bias 5.7–9.8 TE and TM 0–30∘
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Figure 2: Transmission characteristics from AFSS simulation.

To verify the performance of the proposed structure, we
fabricated an AFSS of 91.4mm × 91.4mm composed of an
array having 7× 7 unit cells and using a flexible printed circuit
board. The AFSS structure is shown in Figure 4(a), and the
bias circuit for the diode operation is shown in Figure 4(b).
For the AFSS, we used an ATFC-0402-1N3 inductor of 1.3 nH
manufactured byAbracon, with a self-resonance frequency of
10GHz, to prevent noise from the DC input power terminal.
Each of the diodes we employed has a minimum voltage of
1.4 V and maximum current of 20mA, and its resistance is
maximum at 0.75W. By employing the free-space method in
the frequency interval from 8GHz to 12.5 GHz, we obtained
the transmission characteristics at incidence angles of 0∘ and
30∘, as shown in Figure 4(c).

For vertically incident plane waves, the operating fre-
quency has a −0.59 dB transmission loss at 9.46GHz when
the diode is OFF (simulation values: −0.99 dB at 9.80GHz),

and at a bandwidth of 2.08GHz (simulation value: 1.41 GHz)
at –3 dB, the transmission loss was −31.55 dB when the diode
was ON, thus leaving an isolation gap of 30.96 dB (simulation
value: 33.1 dB). Related studies reported a high isolation
from 5 dB to 25 dB and a high transmission loss from −1 dB
to −10 dB between the reconfigured operating frequencies,
because the corresponding FSSs controlled more than two
diodes. Hence, we confirmed that the proposed structure has
an improved operation in aspects such as high isolation and
low transmission loss, if compared to the studies in [6–8].

3. Composite Material Fabrication and
Curved Structure Evaluation

FSS structures are being actively studied for use in appli-
cations related to RF interference, noise reduction [19],
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Figure 3: Electromagnetic fields of the proposed AFSS. Electric field in the (a) ON and (b) OFF states; magnetic field in the (c) ON and (d)
OFF states.

beamforming, which reconfigures antenna radiation patterns
for improved communication [20], and stealth technology
in the defense sector by using features such as filtering
to selectively reflect and transmit certain frequencies [21].
To employ the proposed AFSS structure, it is critical to
ensure its durability and operational stability under various
environmental factors, such as dust, temperature, humid-
ity, and mechanical impact. Therefore, the AFSS requires
additional supporting structures; hence, we fabricated it
in a multifaceted manner with composite materials having
mechanical and electronic features that are suitable with the
FSS operation. In contrast, previous studies focused only
on improving the electronic performance for the dielectric
substrate and plane waves and did not address design and
performance considering environmental conditions, which
imply the analysis of curvature and composite materials.

By considering environmental conditions, we strength-
ened the AFSS structure with a fiber-reinforced composite,

which is light but very strong, and evaluated the effect of
the dielectric characteristics and curvature of the composite
materials on the AFSS transmission. We used UGN200 E-
glass/epoxy produced by SK chemicals as the fiber-reinforced
composite and fabricated the structure using a co-cure bond-
ing method. This method does not increase the weight and
evenly distributes the load in the area between the adhesively
bonded joints. To prevent any alteration of the PIN diode, we
metalized it at a temperature below 120∘C and subsequently
applied a foam-core sandwich structure as it slowly cooled
down to room temperature [17]. This structure provides an
optimized design factor, which minimizes the variation and
delamination between the composite material and the FSS
structure to reduce the thermal induced residual stress due
to the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion. In
addition, we used the 71HF foamproduced byROHACELL as
a filler block. To build the composite-basedAFSSwith a single
curvature, we accumulated the multilayered E-glass/epoxy
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Figure 4: Structure, bias circuit, and operational evaluation of the fabricated AFSS.

prepreg (preimpregnated materials) and a release film by
making a curved mold using an autoclave (i.e., minipressure
curing oven). As illustrated in Figure 5, we first heated up the
entire assembly of the prepreg layup under vacuum in order
to melt the resin and remove volatiles. Next, the layup was
heated at a higher temperature and under high pressure and
then gradually cooled down tominimize residual stresses and
prevent microcracking.

The prepreg layup was composed of four E-glass/epoxy
composite laminas (skin), with the conditions for the

autoclave molding to cure the composite shown in
Figure 6(a). After fabricating composite skin, we attached
adhesive films on both sides of the foam by applying vertical
force to the stacked materials for them to properly bind.
Then, we placed the specimen within a vacuum bag to cure
the adhesive films using the conditions shown in Figure 6(b)
[22]. A unit cell of the proposed AFSS structure is illustrated
in Figure 6(c), and the cross section of the complete single-
curvature (radius 𝑅 of 532mm or 100mm) AFSS structure is
shown in Figure 6(d).
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Table 4: Simulation results and measurements of the proposed AFSS.

Incident wave ON state OFF state
𝑓
𝑟
(GHz) 𝑆

21
(dB) –3 dBBW (GHz) Isolation 𝑓ON–𝑓OFF (dB)

AFSS only
Normal 9.46 –0.59 2.08 30.96
TE 30∘ 9.51 –1.54 1.27 39.50
TM 30∘ 9.43 –1.88 1.20 28.90

AFSS with curved composite structure (R = 532mm)
Normal 9.59 –0.67 2.55 17.07
TE 30∘ 9.51 –2.27 1.44 22.41

AFSS with curved composite structure (R = 100mm)
Normal 9.65 –1.39 2.22 17.20
TE 30∘ 9.55 –2.21 1.23 16.36

Stacking
composites

Attaching
releasing film

Building
cork dam

Applying proper
vacuum/heat/pressure condition

Putting in
autoclave mold

Stacking
materials

Covering specimen
with vacuum bag

Applying proper
heat/pressure condition

Figure 5: Fabrication process of the single-curvature AFSS with composite materials.

Using the free-space method, we evaluated the trans-
mission characteristics of the fabricated AFSS structure for
incidence angles of 0∘ and 30∘ and curveswith radii of 532mm
and 100mm.The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7(a),
and the results are shown in Figures 7(b) and 7(c). To obtain
simulation results for comparison with the measurements
and evaluate the impact of the composite structures and
three-dimensional shape on theAFSS transmission, we simu-
lated the curved composite structure using a semifinitemodel
in the normal incidence case (i.e., 0∘ incidence angle), as
shown in Figure 7(b) [23]. Moreover, in order to confirm the
measurement error due to the finite effects by a small number
of arrays, we observed the transmission characteristics of the

proposed FSS (without PIN diode) and curved composite
structure (without FSS), which have the same size of the
proposed structure.

Table 4 lists the transmission characteristics depending
on the incidence angle and curve radius when the PIN diode
is in the ON and OFF states. The plane wave with a 0∘
incidence angle shows a resonance frequency variation below
0.63% and amaximum transmission loss of −1.39 dB, whereas
the plane wave with a 30∘ incidence angle shows a resonance
frequency variation of up to 1.47% and a maximum trans-
mission loss of −2.27 dB, which depends on the curvature.
In addition, given the dielectric features of the composite
material, the bandwidth and transmission loss in the ON
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Figure 6: Design and fabrication specifications of the single-curvature AFSS with composite materials.

state tend to increase when only using the AFSS. In contrast,
the bandwidth decreases and the transmission loss increases
when using the curved AFSS. From the measurements, we
confirmed that the bandwidth and transmission loss of the
passband in the ON state increased by the dielectric proper-
ties of the composite material. Furthermore, we found that
the transmission loss increased and the bandwidth decreased
with an increasing curvature. The increase in transmission
loss might be due to the change in the composite material
properties, such as an increase in the effective permittivity
and dielectric loss [24]. The bandwidth narrowing might be
due to a weak mutual coupling among the unit cells as the
phase difference of their magnetic field in the curved surface
increases with respect to the incident plane wave [25, 26].

Overall, we found that the proposed curved AFSS struc-
ture with composite materials has a lower performance in
terms of transmission and reflection than the single AFSS
structure, as the former has a lower isolation between operat-
ing frequencies. However, we verified an acceptable stability

and performance with an isolation over 20 dB regarding the
incidence angle and curvature.

4. Conclusion

Wedesigned anAFSS structure that can operate in the C- and
X-bands and has a flexible substrate. Moreover, we verified
its performance when using composite materials to form
a single-curvature structure with radius of either 532mm
or 100mm and analyzed the frequency response for each
curvature. The proposed structure successfully overcame
some limitations of related studies by improving the isolation
of the unit cells through a grid-type ON/OFF bias circuit
and a via hole and providing a stable frequency response
with respect to the angle of incident and polarized waves.
From the proposed composite-based AFSS structure, we
determined a resonance frequency variation and maximum
transmission loss below 1.47% and −2.27 dB, respectively,
and found that the reconfigured operating frequencies have
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Figure 7: Fabricated AFSS and measured transmission characteristics.

less isolation. In other words, compared to previous studies,
the proposed structure provides a stable performance and
improved isolation over 20 dB, in terms of the structure
curvature and incidence angle, even when the performance
of the composite-based AFSS structure is inferior to that of
the single AFSS structure.

This study showed that more research considering mul-
tidimensional shapes and composite materials is needed to
apply such structures in real environments guaranteeing

stability. Hence, our upcoming research plans include the
application of FSS in a real working environment and the con-
sideration of other mechanical factors affecting its frequency
response.
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